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A Snow Salute
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Cloud Dance
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Paradise Creek (snowshoeing)      return to Reports list 
Sun Feb 26, 2017 
Leader: Juanita Wells
Co-Leader: Michele Hind

Not letting a fresh dump of about 7" on the streets of town get the best of us, the
brave ones made the slow but steady journey to the 10km parking on the road to Mt
Washington. Heading out on a fresh layer of snow at about 9:30am, our enthusiastic
group made their way in the warm rays of sunshine first to the Ramparts Creek
bridge and then up to the Paradise Creek falls. Even though the fresh snow had
recovered most of the falls we all enjoyed the rush of the bits that were still showing.
After some views of the nearby icicle wall, the group headed back down towards the
turn at the Murex stopping part way back to enjoy a leisure lunch at a seat with a
view. Heading back at a leisurely pace and about 8 .5 km later we arrived back at
the vehicles just after 2. Many stories and thoughts were shared in what turned out
to be a spectacular day in the sun and I thoroughly enjoyed the company of the day.
Thank you everyone for coming along.
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Just a Bit of Elevation
[Susan Osso photo]

Sunny Skies and Smiles - a Great Combination!
[Susan Osso photo]

Report contributors: Susan O, Juanita W, 

Participant list (9 of 9): Anthony B, Janet B, Michele H, Andrew I, Shawna K,
Harold O, Susan O, Juanita W, Otto W, 
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